.

The best solution to this issue is to use our many years of design
and production experience. Pleace consult our experts early in the
process for futher discusions and information regarding material
selection and not least design possibilities. For some guidedance
however, here are the typical properties of finished sintered parts:

It is common in MIM, since the mechanical properties makes it
possible to design parts, which retain a good strength. The seconddary hardening can to some degree be done in the sintering process
by adjusting parameters
Corrosionwise the material is on par with 304L, and can be substituted in many applications where the mechanical properties are
required. Also the 304 powders are not available in bulk for MIM, so
the 17-4PH is commonly used instead.
Figure 2: Typical properties for STX 17-4 PH MIM
Chemical specification
The chemical composition of STX 17-4 PH MIM after sintering is as
follows. (Measured in % of weight).

Typical properties
Properties can vary and can of course be adjusted to your
application needs. It is however important to remember, that the
properties are intercorrelated - demands on certain properties will
offset values for other properties. If you e.g. have a need for higher
hardness then it will influence elongation to a lower value. You have
to be willing to forego other properties, if you have high demands in
one area.
The challenge is to know what kind of properties are needed.
Especially if it is the first times working with MIM. Many drawings
are not designed with MIM in mind, but rather regular machining.

Feedstock
The feedstock consist of a binder system mixed with metal powders
in a certain concentration. The higher you are able to load the binder
system with powder, the less the part shrink in the end. There is
however an upper threshold of around 63% powder in such a
system, since above that there is so much metal that a metal
"bridge" is formed when mixing it and this will cause inhomogeneity.
Hence in order to stay away from this limit, most feedstocks consist
of around 60% powder and 40% binder.
Within the chosen material, the powders can also be of different
types and give different properties. We divide them in 3 groups:
Prealloy, Master alloys and Engineering alloys. Each of them has
different strengths and weaknesses - all is in the details on how the
powders work during sintering. Please see figure 3 below. The final
powder is selected to match the components desired.





